
						
				
											
							
								Summer camp registration is now open. See all our exciting offerings here!
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											Our Mission
																							
													Building a diverse musical community to enrich lives through education and performance.												
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											Artist-Faculty
																							
													We proudly boast a diverse artist-faculty comprised of accomplished educators with unparalleled musical skill. Together, our artist-faculty provides lessons and classes for over a dozen instruments.												
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											Staff & Board
																							
													Teamwork makes the dream work. Our administrative staff and board of directors are made of people from all walks of life, all dedicated to promoting musical excellence.												
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											Job Openings
																							
													Passionate about empowering people through music? Us too! If we have any openings for admin or faculty positions, you'll find them here.												
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											Culture & Inclusion
																							
													We commit to making music education as accessible as possible for all members of the community. 												
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											Rentals
																							
													The Omaha Conservatory has facilities for concerts & recitals, ceremonies, meetings, retreats,  rehearsals and more!												
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											Individual Lessons
																							
													We offer lessons in over a dozen instruments for master musicians and brand-new beginners alike. Wherever your musical interests lie, we've got something for you.												
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											Classes for All Ages
																							
													Learn new musical skills and nurture the talents you already have. Expand your horizons with classes at the Omaha Conservatory!												
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											Adult Music Classes
																							
													Our classes are beginner-friendly and emphasize a learn-at-your-own-pace philosophy.												
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											Scholarship / Financial Aid
																							
													We're proud to match families with scholarships and financial aid packages to ensure cost is never a barrier to excellent music education.												
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											Policies
																							
													Find all of our policies regarding lessons, classes, absences, emergencies, and more right here.												
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											Coachings
																							
													Need a few extra lessons before that big audition? Like to play chamber music but can't find a teacher? Coachings may be what you're looking for!												
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											Violin/Viola
																							
													We offer a robust strings program designed to help violinists and violists excel.												
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											Cello/Bass
																							
													Offering deep, rich tones, the cello and bass's size are matched only by the beauty of their sounds.												
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											Piano
																							
													A beautiful instrument in its own right, the piano is foundational for anyone striving to become a professional musician or music educator.												
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											Voice
																							
													Sing out with voice lessons. Strengthen your skills and learn techniques to protect your voice.												
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											Guitar/Ukulele
																							
													Versatile instruments suited for a variety of musical styles, you'll love learning to rock out with guitar and ukulele.												
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											Winds, Brass, & Percussion
																							
													We offer lessons for a variety of winds, brass, and percussion instruments, including clarinet, drum set, snare drum, trumpet, and more!												
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											Conducting
																							
													Learn to harness the power of time itself with conducting lessons.												
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											Music for Anyone
																							
													Whether you’re a caregiver looking to start your child off on the right note or a beginning adult, our offerings can help meet your musical goals!												
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											Theory, Composition, & History
																							
													Music theory, composition and history are important for any serious music student. 												
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					Location

					7023 Cass St.

Omaha, NE 68132 

(402) 932-4978
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					Monday-Friday • 9am-9pm

Saturday • 8am-6pm

Sunday •  9am-6pm
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